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Using electron bunches generated by laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) as a probe, the temporal
evolution of magnetic fields generated by a 4× 1019 W/cm2 ultrashort (30 fs) laser pulse focused on
solid density targets has been studied experimentally. Magnetic field strengths of order B0 ∼ 104 T
were observed expanding at close to the speed of light from the interaction point of a high-contrast
laser pulse with a 10 µm thick aluminum foil to a maximum diameter of ∼ 1 mm. The field dynamics
were shown to agree with particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

PACS numbers: 52.38.Fz, 52.38.Kd, 52.25.Xz, 52.38.-r, 52.70.-m

Strong magnetic fields are well known to be generated
by a variety of mechanisms in laser interactions at a solid
density plasma-vacuum interface, including the impor-
tant Biermann battery effect (∂B

∂t
= − kB

ene

(∇n×∇T ))[1].
In such interactions, the laser field generates hot elec-
trons which can circulate through the target and spread
along the target’s surfaces (front and rear), generating
an electromagnetic sheath field that expands from the
laser focus [2–5]. Furthermore, complex magnetic fields
may arise by filamentation of the expanding current sheet
[6]. Measurements of such fields have previously been
performed using laser-generated proton radiography[7–
12], including time resolved measurements of magnetic
fields advecting with plasma flows[14–16]. Current laser
driven sources of protons[17] are usually produced by
target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) and are non-
relativistic, thereby limiting temporal resolution. In con-
trast, highly relativistic electrons bunches (>100 MeV)
generated by laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA)[18–21]
typically have durations less than the driving laser pulse
(<30 fs) [22, 23] and can be optically synchronized, there-
fore enabling the observation of faster dynamics in field
structures than can be easily preformed with TNSA.

In the interaction of an oblique incidence relativistic in-
tensity laser pulse (a0 ≫ 1, where a0 = eE0/mecω0 is the
normalized vector potential of the laser field), the parti-
cles are heated primarily by a combination of resonance
absorption[24] and Brunel absorption [25] to produce rel-
ativistic electrons. These electrons propagate through-
out the target and into the vacuum, forming expanding
sheath fields on the front and rear surfaces. For metal or
plasma targets, the net current within the target volume
will be approximately zero[26], but fast electrons will be
free to propagate in the vacuum near the surface, bal-
anced by a return current just inside the bulk material.
This leads to a thin Debye sheath with an electric field
perpendicular to the surface and an inductively gener-
ated azimuthal magnetic field, both expanding radially
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FIG. 1: (color online) Experimental geometry.

at close to the speed of light.

In this Letter, we demonstrate proof-of-principle ra-
diography of electromagnetic fields relativistically ex-
panding from the interaction of intense laser pulses with
planar, foil targets, using LWFA electron beams. For
the experiment, the hercules laser (30 fs, 800 nm
Ti:sapphire)[27] was operated at 100 TW with native
108 contrast ratio between the main pulse and the am-
plified spontaneous emission (ASE) on the nanosecond
pulse pedestal and 104 contrast ratio for the picosec-
ond pulse pedestal. The cross-polarized wave (XPW)
pulse cleaning technique could be enabled for contrast
improvement, yielding up to 1011 contrast ratio for the
ASE[28]. The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1.
A pick-off mirror sent the central portion of the beam to
an f/18 off-axis paraboloid (OAP) mirror focusing the
pulse to an intensity of 1.6 × 1019 W/cm2 (a0 = 2.8)
into a He-N2 (95:5 mass ratio) plasma of 2× 1019 cm−3

peak density above a 1.3 mm supersonic gas jet nozzle,
generating a broad energy spectrum electron beam with
up to 120 MeV energy and 100 pC charge via ionization
injection[29, 30]. The remaining annular beam was sent
to a delay stage with 300 ps of adjustable delay and was
then focused with an f/3 OAP mirror to an intensity of
4× 1019 W/cm2 (a0 = 4.4) onto a solid target at 30◦ in-
cidence. The f/3 focus was spatially overlapped on the
f/18 beam axis 10 cm behind the f/18 focus. Timing
overlap was achieved using the f/18 beam to backlight
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FIG. 2: (color online) (a) Calibrated electron spectrum and
(b) spectrometer image for a typical shot.

the breakdown in air at the f/3 focus, yielding an optical
timing accuracy of ±30 fs between the two beam paths.

Since the electron beam exits the gas jet plume with a
relatively narrow, but elliptical, divergence (<10 mrad)
and a large energy spread (∆E/E ∼ 100%), a 75 µm
thick aluminum foil was placed 5 cm behind the gas
jet. This acted both as a shield to block any remain-
ing f/18 light from interacting with the rear surface of
the solid target as well as a diffuser to allow the elec-
tron beam to radiograph a larger area of the target while
scattering away the low energy (<15 MeV) electrons as
θscatter ∝ E−1[31]. After the electron beam probed the
solid target, the electron beam profile was measured 85
cm away from the target by a LANEX scintillator screen
at 45◦ to the beam imaged with a CCD camera at 90◦

to the beam to minimize distortion. Because an accu-
rate electron spectrometer could not be placed behind
the solid target, diffuser, and LANEX screen, a charge-
calibrated spectrometer with a 0.8 T magnet and LANEX
screen was installed directly behind the gas jet and was
used to characterize the electron beam energies in a sep-
arate shot series. A typical electron spectrum is shown
in Fig. 2.

The focal position on the solid target was found by
optimizing the X-ray signal with a shielded plastic scin-
tillator coupled to a photomultiplier tube over a number
of shots while blocking the f/18 beam. Next, the f/3
beam was blocked and the electron beam was checked
for pointing and charge stability both with and without
the diffuser. After optimizing the solid target focus and
electron beam, both beams were unblocked and a series
of shots were taken while varying the relative time delay
of the f/3 beam with respect to the f/18 beam. The
solid target and diffuser were refreshed after each shot
and aligned to the optimum focal position. A variety
of solid target thicknesses (10 − 200 µm) and materials
(Al, Cu, Au, and Mylar [C10H8O4]) were investigated for
this experiment, although thin (10-13 µm) targets were
primarily used to minimize scattering.
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FIG. 3: (color online) (Column a) Measured radiographs
taken from laser shots with high contrast and 10 µm Al at
delay timings from 0 to +1333 fs. (Columns b-d) Simulated
radiographs for each respective delay with defocusing with
azimuthal perturbation (b), focusing (c), and defocusing (d).
(The color and length scales are the same in each column.)
Measured radiographs from low contrast, 13 µm Mylar shots
(e) and 10 µm Al shots (f) at selected delays. Note that the
electron beam profile is elliptical before interacting with the
target and the simulated profiles assume radial symmetry for
simplicity.

After passing through the diffuser and target, the elec-
tron beam had a Gaussian profile elliptically about the
polarization axis with a divergence of ∼ 20 × 30 mrad
full width at half maximum (FWHM). When the f/3
was incident on the target, distinct features were observ-
able, depending on the relative timing ∆τ , laser contrast
level, and the target material. Such features included a
focused region of electrons, an area depleted of electrons
or a ring structure, and asymmetric structures. Differ-
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ences in observed features can be explained by the under-
lying dynamics of the laser-target interaction since laser
contrast and target type (metal vs. dielectric) greatly
affect the scale length of the pre-plasma and absorption
of laser energy (the details will be elaborated on in a
follow-up publication). For low contrast shots (108) with
Mylar targets, focused structures (Fig. 3(e)) were con-
sistently observed out to 7.5 ps, whereas for aluminum
targets (Fig. 3(f)) both could be observed, with holes
in the electron beam for longer timescales (>1.5 ps) and
focused features appearing for earlier times. With high
contrast shots (1011) on 10 µm aluminum, the observed
feature was a hole in the electron beam expanding lin-
early in time (Fig. 3(a)) out to 1.5 ps after an initial
period of focusing.

To quantify the size of the high contrast deflection fea-
ture while compensating for the irregular probe pointing
overlap, the average of four lineouts were taken across the
center of deflection region in slices rotated at 45◦ inter-
vals. For each lineout, the mid-point from the top peak
to lowest point of the valley was used to calculate the
threshold for the curvature of the feature. A circle was
then fit to the feature at this threshold level to find its
diameter on the scintillator. Dividing this by the projec-
tion magnification (18× in our case, taking the diffuser
as the effective source), the diameter of the feature on
the target can then be calculated. Fig. 4(d) shows the
size of this feature as a function of pulse delay, indicating
that the speed of the expansion of the field structure is
(0.98 ± 0.08)c. An example lineout for a high contrast
shot is shown in Fig. 4(b).

For a radially symmetric azimuthal magnetic field, the
probe electron beam will either experience a momentum
dependent defocusing or focusing effect, whereas a focus-
ing/defocusing electric field would be radially directed.
Since the strongest electric field component is expected
to be normal to the target surface and therefore parallel
to the electron beam direction, the inductive magnetic
field associated with the expanding electric sheath [5] is
likely to be the origin of these features. The front surface
sheath (facing towards the incident f/3 pulse) will gener-
ate a magnetic field oriented to focus the probe electron
beam, whereas the rear surface sheath (facing towards
the probe electron beam) will generate a defocusing mag-
netic field structure.

To simulate the laser-solid interaction and magnetic
field generation, 2D particle-in-cell simulations were run
using the osiris 2.0 framework [32]. The charge density
profile was constructed piecewise from a rectangle func-
tion with exponential ramps on the front and rear sur-
faces. The peak density ρ0 was taken as ρ0 = 100nc,
where nc is the critical density, the target thickness
was L = 60c/ω0 and the exponential scalelength was
λpp = 6c/ω0. The target was at a 30 degree angle with
respect to the simulation box. A Gaussian laser pulse
with a0 = 6 was launched in the x1 direction, linearly
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FIG. 4: (color online) (a) Radiograph from Fig. 3(a) with
location of lineout. (b) Lineout plot with mid-point between
peak-to-valley indicated. (c) Radiograph with threshold set
to mid-point and a circle fit to curvature to determine feature
diameter. (d) Plot of measured feature size versus delay tim-
ing taken from analysis of Fig. 3(a). The error bars represent
the variance in determining the diameter over multiple line-
outs as well as the timing uncertainty. The linear fit (solid
line) indicates that the velocity of the expanding feature is
(0.98 ± 0.08)c.

polarized in the x2 direction with a waist of w0 = 40c/ω0

and a 5th order polynomial temporal shape with a dura-
tion of ω0t0 = 80.

Two particle species were used; one with charge to
mass ratio q/m = −|e|/me initiated with a thermal mo-
mentum of pth = 0.01mec and one with q/m = +|e|/mp

initiated at rest, where mp is the proton mass. 9
particles-per-cell were used with a quadratic interpola-
tion charge weighting scheme. The domain was divided
by 10000 grid cells in x1 by 4000 in x2, yielding cell sizes
∆x1 = 0.1c/ωp and ∆x2 = 0.2c/ωp. The simulation was
run for ω0t = 1000 in steps of ω0∆t = 0.07. Compensated
binomial smoothing was applied to fields and currents on
the grid.

The simulations indicate that the laser energy is ab-
sorbed into a near isotropic population of energetic elec-
trons that propagate through the target and into the vac-
uum. Within the target volume, background electrons
cancel the fast current, but at the interfaces the hot elec-
tron density exceeds the background cold electron den-
sity. This leads to unneutralized currents in the sheaths
at the edges of the targets. A cold return current is drawn
from electrons in the higher density region, the net result
being oppositely directed currents along the surfaces of
the target. The oppositely directed current sheets result
in a magnetic field that is approximately a scalelength
(λpp) thickness between them, expanding along the sur-
face at the speed of light (Figure 5). The net result is a
relativistically expanding Debye sheath.
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FIG. 5: (color online) (a-c) Magnetic field component in the
x3 direction in Tesla (Fourier filtered to remove the laser field)
at different times, where t = 0 is when the peak of the pulse is
incident on the target surface, and (d) initial electron density
profile with initial pulse envelope superimposed.

In this 2D geometry, the electric field is in the simula-
tion plane, normal to the target, and the magnetic field
is normal to the simulation plane. For the relativistic
electrons moving in the plane of the simulation, these
fields exert forces with comparable strength. Hence, due
to the geometry, deflections to a probing electron beam
normal to the target, as in the experiment, would be
expected to be primarily due to the magnetic field. In
addition, an electron traveling from the laser focus along
the target surface experiences cancellation of the sheath
electric force and Lorentz force due to the magnetic field,
F = −eE− ev ×B ≃ 0 and can propagate freely.

For a simple model of the generation mechanism, con-
sider a circular loop at radius r about the ẑ axis, normal
to the surface near the laser focus, at a distance z0 from
the surface. Assuming azimuthal symmetry about the fo-
cal spot, and negligible displacement current normal to
the surface, Ampére-Maxwell in integral form will yield
Bθ(r, z, t) ≃

1
c2r

∂
∂t

∫ r

0
Ez(r

′, z, t)r′dr′. Extending the sur-
face to become a Gaussian ‘pillbox’ with the second cir-
cular surface at z = 0, just outside the solid surface where
Ez ≃ 0, and assuming Er is negligible, Gauss’s law and
the continuity equation can be combined to relate the
azimuthal magnetic field Bθ to the radial fast current jr
as Bθ(r, z, t) ≃ −µ0

∫∞

z
jr(r, z

′, t)dz′ . Hence in the 2D
slab geometry of the simulation, jr (and therefore Bθ)
is approximately constant with r until the electrons are
slowed to sub-relativistic speeds, whereas in 3D the jr
(Bθ) would be expected to fall off as 1/r.

For relativistic electrons generated with a number den-

sity n ∼ nc/4 in a sheath of thickness L ∼ λ0, the
peak magnitude of the magnetic field generated would be
|B| ∼ µ0c|e|ncλ0/4 ∼ 104 T. Such a field cannot indefi-
nitely grow in radius. The maximum field extent at stag-
nation rS can be estimated by equating the integrated
electromagnetic field energy (falling off as 1/r) with
laser pulse energy Up having some absorption fraction
f (ignoring other dissipative mechanisms and ion mo-
tion). Hence, assuming a field of the form B = B0r0/rS
outside radius r0, the energy absorbed into hot elec-
trons and transferred to the magnetic field is of the
order fUp ≈ 2πr20 ln(rS/r0)λ0B

2
0/µ0. Hence the maxi-

mum radius is rS ≈ r0 exp
(

2fUp/(π
3mec

2ncr
2
0λ0)

)

. For
Up = 1 J, f = 0.2 and r0 = 5 µm, this gives rS ∼ 500 µm,
where the field will have dropped to B ∼ 102 T.
This is in reasonable agreement with experimental ob-

servations as the deflection of electrons at early times is
> 60 mrad, which for a 50 MeV electron yields an inte-
grated field strength of ∼ 104 T·µm. Assuming a sheath
of thickness of ∼ 1 µm, this level of deflection infers mag-
netic field strengths of order ∼ 104 T.
To understand the observed electron profiles, a second-

order, time-centered electromagnetic particle tracking
code was employed. Based on experimental parameters,
a flat electron spectrum from 20-120 MeV was modeled
with 105 particles projected 50 mm with a transverse
emittance of ǫ⊥ = 53π mmmrad in a Gaussian distri-
bution. Figures 3(b-d) show simulated electron profiles
having passed through a 1 µm thick azimuthal magnetic
field structure of the form:

B(r, t) =







B0 r < r0
B0r0/r r0 ≤ r ≤ rS(t)
0 r > rS(t)

where r0 = 5µm, rS(t) = ct, and B0 = 3.8 × 104 T
(corresponding to the PIC simulation output where f ∼
0.1). In Fig. 3(d), the magnetic field is defocusing and
in Fig. 3(b,c) the magnetic field is focusing. Simulations
with both rear and front magnetic fields indicate that
they tend to cancel, due to the small scattering angles
involved, and hence the resulting deflection of the probe
electrons is consistent with a single field corresponding
to summation of the front and rear fields.
At early times (small rS), the electron profile has a

void for all magnetic field structures, due to the high
field strength causing overfocusing of the electron beam
in the focusing cases. For later times (large rS) as the
field strength falls off at the periphery, the difference be-
tween focusing and defocusing structures becomes appar-
ent. Although the observed electron profiles in Fig. 3(a)
are reminiscent of the defocusing structure, the 10 µm
thickness of the target and the short pulse duration make
it very unlikely that the rear sheath is stronger than the
front – a conclusion that is also supported by particle-
in-cell simulations. In Fig. 3(b) the focusing case has
also been performed with an azimuthal perturbation to
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the field structure (a sinusoidal perturbation, including
a radial component to satisfy ∇ · B = 0). This could
arise due to filamentation of the current sheet [6], for ex-
ample. This asymmetry suppresses the focusing of the
probe beam and results in a dip in the profile similar to
the defocusing case for the relevant timeframe.
In conclusion, electron beams from LWFA can be used

as an ultrafast probe of rapidly evolving field structures
in laser-plasma interactions. These beams have the ad-
vantages of being tunable in energy, having ultra-short
duration, and being easily synchronized. In these exper-
iments, the electron spectrum was very broad, which led
to some loss of spatial resolution. However, significantly
more monochromatic electron beams are achievable from
LWFA. Here, such a probe was used to measure fs scale
relativistically expanding sheath fields in a laser-solid in-
teraction that extend to diameters of ∼ 1 mm and have
peak fields of order ∼ 104 T.
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